
In October 2014, La Bourgeoise de Renens set herself  the mission to 
innovate in the manufacture of  clothing accessories, mostly worn around 
the neck and manufactured in Switzerland. The brand cultivates its 
difference through its original concept that combines exclusivity, 
innovation and tradition. The company invents and patents its creations. 
She surprises her audience with the creativity and elegance of  each new 
collection. 

 
La Bourgeoise de Renens, the unconventional luxury  
The founder, Sonia Snoussi, creates from the values she 
defends for a demanding clientele. From graphic arts to 
fashion design, she imagined an emancipated accessory, her 
name: La Renate. 

Born in Renens, origin of  its name, the Renate is inspired by the 
role of  the tie. Fashioned with the same materials, emancipated 
from its only rigorous attributes, the Renate Homme sublimates the 
protocol and the relaxed. 

Sonia Snoussi 
Atelier: 0041 21 535 76 18  
Portable: 0041 76 397 12 13  
Email: 
sonia@labourgeoisederenens.ch 

www.labourgeoisederenens.ch/ 
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It is maintained and regulated by a system of  magnets, its signature 
is a small punched brass ring. Dress code ever observed for women, 
dedicated to the simple affirmation of  elegance, Renate Femme 
proclaims the feminine contemporary. 

Their creator, Sonia Snoussi, imagined accessories so that 
they are chic complements of  a look uninhibited, original 
and unconventional. 
Through its collections, the Renens middle-class widens the 
possibilities in terms of  a dress code already established in the 
institutions and gives some, the desire to wear again this accessory 
somewhat neglected. 
 

Know-how and modernity.  
La Bourgeoise de Renens combines ancestral know-how of  the 
tailors and timeless lines. The brand is part of  a contemporary and 
refined style. She uses noble materials like cashmere and silk to 
design accessories that can be worn in all seasons. 

A 4-star hotel is not mistaken. The staff  of  the Starling Hotel in 
Lausanne already boasts proudly since 2016 models of  the range. 
The broadcast of  a portrait on the Télévision Suisse Romande in 
June 2017 as well as various articles in the local press and 
magazines * have hitherto been a very good promotion for Renate 
and its universe. 
 
About La Bourgeoise de Renens®  
La Bourgeoise de Renens makes unique pieces of  handmade 
and custom-made accessories. A range of  ready-to-wear 
accessories has been unveiled in the spring of  2018. 
In constant relationship with its customers, the Renens middle-
class gives them a personalized service: studies on the identity of  
the company or on the personality of  the customer, individual 
references and private meetings. 

 
The range price extends from 199 chf  to 450 chf  for a Renate 
hand-made and tailor-made or 135.- in high-end ready-to-wear. 
From 70 chf  to 130 chf  for the other accessories. 

The accessories are sold online or directly at the workshop / 
showroom and some shops in Lausanne. 

La Bourgeoise de Renens®  
*** 
Ca tourne autour du cou, la Renate, par dessus tout ! 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Sonia Snoussi, Creative styliste & 
Designer. 

*** 
Sonia Snoussi 
Workshop: +41 21 535 76 18  
Cellular: +41 76 397 12 13  
sonia@labourgeoisederenens.ch 

Website: 
www.labourgeoisederenens.ch/ 

Facebook: 
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